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The MUON detector
• The MUON detector is made up of four stations (M2-M5), divided into 
four regions (R1-R4) from the beam pipe. Between the stations are 
three 80-cm thick iron absorbers that filter muons.

• Each station is equipped with 4-gap MWPCs
• Coincidence of hits btw stations (isMuon) can be used with ~100% 
muon efficiency to reduce the hadron misID at the 10-2-10-3 level 
depending on the particle type and momentum

• This performance is enhanced with the D2 (Run 2) and  (Run 3) 
variables (more in the following)
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Challenges and solutions [LHCB-U2-FTDR]

• Challenge: maintain current MUON performance at U2!
• Limiting factors:

- FEE deadtime for muon efficiency 
- High misID due to increased combinatorial rate & particle flux

• Three “handles” to solve it: improved granularity, new electronics and 
additional shielding

• Solutions proposed in the FTDR, currently under scrutiny:
• R1-R2 (rates up to 1 MHz/cm2): 
- -Rwell detectors w small pads  dedicated talk by E. Santovetti

• R3-R4 (rates ≲ 50 KHz/cm2): 
- Keep most of the present MWPC and read them at their full 
granularity (i.e. no pad grouping to form logical channels) 
- Expected aging @ Run 6 in the outer regions already achieved at 
the end of Run 2 on M2R1 chambers, with no efficiency loss
- Expect to replace some MWPCs with high granularity ones
- Back-up solution: use RPCs / scintillating tiles

• Increased number of channels & new FEE across the whole detector

μ →

[LHCb-INT-2020-007]

MUON U2 detector granularity

μRWell
MWPCs

Table 4.11: Main parameters for the Muon detector and its FE electronics: number of chambers
per region, pad size and expected rate per pad, occupancy per DAQ channel, capacitance per
FEE channel, data bandwidth, number of lpGBTx and the total number of DAQ boards per
region, including the ones used for detector configuration. M2R3n refers to new chambers with
higher granularity than the present ones which will be built to equip the most illuminated region
of M2R3.

# of Pad size Rate/pad Occupancy Cpad Bandwidth # of # of DAQ
chambers cm⇥cm (kHz) (%) (pF) (Gbps) lpGBTx boards

M2R1 12 0.9 ⇥ 0.9 627 0.36 30 492 60 1.5*
M2R2 24 0.9 ⇥ 1.8 122 0.98 60 983 120 2.5
M3R1 12 1.0 ⇥ 1.0 422 0.25 35 492 60 1.5
M3R2 24 1.0 ⇥ 1.9 105 0.08 69 983 120 2.5
M4R1 12 1.1 ⇥ 1.0 180 0.14 40 492 60 1.5
M4R2 24 1.1 ⇥ 2.1 51 0.05 80 983 120 2.5
M5R1 12 1.2 ⇥ 1.1 174 0.14 46 492 60 1.5
M5R2 24 1.2 ⇥ 2.2 39 0.04 92 983 120 2.5
M2R3 72 2.5 ⇥ 12.5 542 1.36 70 737 144 4
M2R3n 40 2.5 ⇥ 6.3 514 1.28 35 819 160 4
M2R4 128 5 ⇥ 25 509 1.28 175 1310 256 6
M3R3 64 2.7 ⇥ 13.5 540 1.35 65 492 96 2
M3R4 176 5.4 ⇥ 27.0 323 0,81 195 1966 384 8
M4R3 48 5.8 ⇥ 14.5 382 0,95 78 492 96 2
M4R4 192 5.8 ⇥ 29.0 111 0.28 215 1966 384 8
M5R3 48 6.2 ⇥ 15.5 463 1.16 80 492 96 2
M5R4 192 6.2 ⇥ 31.0 226 0.56 118 1966 384 8
Total 1104 16140 2720 60

* For the configuration of the detector in R1 and R2 we cover two regions of the same station with a single board.

the contribution from uncorrelated hits by an additional factor of around three. The proposed
readout scheme is illustrated in the top panel of Fig. 4.35.

In Table 4.11 we report the main parameters to be used in the design of the new FE electronics,
where the values are based on experience from past operation and from simulation. The numbers
for the occupancy of the DAQ channels and the ones related to the data bandwidth, are calculated
assuming the readout scheme proposed above, with the requirement of having at least two
gaps fired out of four at FE level. 2 Simulations studies are being made to evaluate possible
ine�ciencies from the above requirement, especially on large-angle tracks. The preliminary
results are very encouraging, and show ine�ciencies of the order of few percent only in case of
low momentum muons (< 3 GeV), which are anyway below the momentum threshold for muon
identification.

The proposed FE scheme foresees a single front-end ASIC per FE board (FEB), directly
installed on the chamber, as in the present muon electronics, and the lpGBTx installed in a
separate data concentrator board (GBTboard), as shown in Fig. 4.35 (bottom). The latter could
also be mounted on the same chamber. Since the number of FEBs per chamber is very di↵erent
from inner to outer regions (e.g. 56 FEBs/chamber in R1 ad R2, only 3 FEBs/chamber in R4)
the number of FEBs connected to each lpGBTx could be further optimized by using di↵erent
types of GBTboards, with an optimal number of lpGBTx installed for each type. The data
bandwidth and the total number of optical links needed for each detector region is given in
Tab. 4.11, together with the number of PCIe40 boards.

2It is to be noted that since the amount of uncorrelated background suppressed by this readout scheme depends
on the region, the occupancy of the DAQ channels will be no longer proportional to the input rate.

122

https://cds.cern.ch/record/2776420?ln=en
https://cds.cern.ch/record/2714057?ln=en
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Shielding

Figure 4.32: The proposed structure for the shielding to be installed in front of station M2.

Table 4.10: E�ciency of the muon identification, integrated over momentum for muons from
simulated events containing K0

S ! µ+µ� decays in all regions of the detector for a configuration
with the HCAL, and one where it is replaced by the additional shielding.

HCAL Shielding
1µ, all regions 97.5 ± 0.2% 97.7 ± 0.2%
R1 93.1 ± 0.9% 93.4 ± 0.8%
R2 98.2 ± 0.3% 98.7 ± 0.2%
R3 99.1 ± 0.2% 97.4 ± 0.3%
R4 96.9 ± 0.4% 98.8 ± 0.2%
2µ, all regions 94.8 ± 0.4% 95.4 ± 0.3%

4.5.2 µ�RWELL detectors for the high rate regions

The µ�RWELL detector is a new type of Micro-Pattern Gasesous Detector based essentially
on the same principle as the GEM and exploiting the same manufacturing process [224]. A
50 micron thick kapton foil, cladded on one side with five µm of copper, is sputtered with
Diamond-Like-Carbon (DLC) with a thickness of the order of 100 nm and is then coupled to the
readout plane through a 50 µm thick pre-preg foil. The cathode and a frame define the active
volume for the gas ionization (Fig. 4.33 left).
In the µ�RWELL detector the physical properties of the resistive layer and its grounding scheme
are fundamental to allow the detector to operate properly at di↵erent particle rates. For high
particle rate conditions, the layout is based on the principle of reducing the path of the electrons
to ground by creating a more dense grounding network. For the LHCb muon detector the
solution would be to apply on the surface of the DLC a conductive copper grid that connects
the resistive layer to ground (shown in Fig. 4.33 right). However the presence of a grounding
strip very close to the amplification channels increases the probability to have discharges. For
this reason a small dead area has been introduced just above each grounding strip where no
amplification holes are present. Optimising the geometrical parameters leads to a detector with
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amplification holes are present. Optimising the geometrical parameters leads to a detector with
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• To mitigate the high particle flux on M2, we’re studying the 
possibility of replacing HCAL (1.7m, 5.6λI) with a passive shielding:
• R1-R3: full iron, 10.1λI
• Median plane: iron/concrete/iron sandwich, 6.2λI
• Top and bottom: concrete, 4λI

• Rate reduction M2R1:-42% M2R2:-69% M2R3:-64%
• Negligible muonID efficiency loss is evaluated from simulated 

 events (Run 2 conditions):K0
s → μ+μ−

[LHCb-INT-2019-008]

• Additional shielding studies are ongoing, e.g. Mirrobor 
against thermal neutrons

https://cds.cern.ch/record/2667260?ln=en
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Estimate of U2 particle rates
• In 2022, we repeated a rate measurement campaign with new data  this is crucial to understand the details of 
the shielding & FEE requirements 

• For the extrapolation to U2 luminosity we used:
• Luminosity scans, e.g. FILL8212 with 7 lumi points taken on 09/2022
• At each point we recorded FEE scaler counts for each physical channel across the whole detector
• Chamber rates (avg. of channels) are linearly extrapolated to 
• Extra shielding material installed during LS2 is accounted for in data (HCAL-M2 beam plugs + tungsten)

→

ℒ = 1.5 × 1034 cm−2s−1

3Francesco Debernardis

• Run 3 scalers data collected during
November 2022, used to extrapolate 
rate values at the U2 luminosity

• Scaler data: counts of OR-ed bi-gaps
o collected in 20 sec 
o at 7 different values of luminosity

Estimate of rates at Upgrade II

Protons colliding per 
bunch (µ real):

• L = 1.05x1032 cm-2 s-1µ = 1.10

• L = 1.39x1032 cm-2 s-1µ = 1.45

• L = 2.19x1032 cm-2 s-1µ = 2.29

• L = 2.79x1032 cm-2 s-1µ = 2.92

• L = 3.35x1032 cm-2 s-1µ = 3.50

• L = 3.87x1032 cm-2 s-1µ = 4.05

• L = 4.36x1032 cm-2 s-1µ = 4.56

Gap3

Gap4

Gap1
Gap2

countsPADs OR-ed
of 2° Bi-gap

countsPADs OR-ed
of 1° Bi-gap

Muon chamber

6Francesco Debernardis

Linear fit for each chamber

R=a + b*L

Extrapolated rate for the Bi-gap at High 
Luminosity:

RHL =  a + b*(1.5x1034 cm-2 s-1)
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Results (with present detector)
Chamber rates on M2 (Hz/cm2)

Maximum chamber rate (kHz/cm2)
M2 M3 M4 M5

R1 594.0 -> 344.5 274.5 203.5 232.7
R2 255.6 -> 79.2 64.2 34.1 39.0
R3 53.4 -> 19.2 8.9 6.2 8.9
R4 9.9 3.0 1.7 6.8

Chamber rates on M2R1-R2 (Hz/cm2)

• Maximum rate per region (black) and the mitigation effect of the shielding (-> red) (kHz/cm2)
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Rates: harder than it looks!
• Currently, there’s one FEE channel per bi-gap, made of two 
physically OR-ed gaps. The two FEE outputs are further OR-ed.

• However, reading each gap individually reduce the rate 
significantly and is desirable for U2

• To investigate different readout schemes, we measured bi-gap 
and quadri-gap rates, and also split:
• Uncorrelated rate (U): due to random hits in each gap
• Correlated rate (C): due to muons / tracks, or in general 
time-correlated hits

• The fractions of correlated hits ( ) have been measured on data
• The single-gap rate is thus made up of  , where  
• This distinction is important because the deadtime-induced inefficiency for a given readout depends 
differently on these two components. For example if we read 4 gaps individually:

fC
R1 = R1U + RC RC = R4 × fC

1 − ϵ =
Rtrue × δ

1 + Rtrue × δ
= Robs × δ

1 − ϵgap
corr = R4 × fC × δ → 1 − ϵcham

corr = 1 − ϵgap
corr

1 − ϵgap
uncorr = R1U × δ → 1 − ϵcham

uncorr = (1 − ϵgap
uncorr)4 Uncorrelated inefficiency is negligible

Correlated inefficiency dominates!

M2 M3 M4 M5
R1 0.08 0.05 0.12 0.10
R2 0.10 0.08 0.14 0.14
R3 0.16 0.22 0.34 0.33
R4 0.33 0.46 0.51 0.32

Measured  valuesfC
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• The previous formulas are valid only when the time distribution of the hits is uniform, but at LHC:
1. the hits are produced in bunches 
2. background and muon hits have different time distributions  we are interested in muon inefficiency
3. deadtime fluctuates 
  we developed a Monte Carlo simulation to validate the formulas

→

→
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Hit times for Run 4

• Background time distributions 
are generated from measured 
TDC spectra for each chamber 
(superposition of 3 
consecutive BX)

• Muon hits (pink) are generated with 
Gaussian times (correlated). However, 
if the number of hits (per muon 
channel) is low in each BX, a long 
train of BX looks ~ uniform in time

• In fact, the simulated muon 
inefficiency (red points) 
matches the formula (blue 
points), for 1-gap, 2-gap and 
4-gap readouts

Deadtime inefficiency: a toy MC
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 = 75 ns, gate = 25 nsδ

frac_corr = 0.30

All hits [bkg=fromhisto]

Muon hits [gaussian]

δ ×1 + R4T 
δ ×R4T  = ∈1-

Deadtime-induced inefficiency with Logic = 1-readout
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Deadtime inefficiency maps
• Now that we trust the formulas, we can map the (correlated part of) deadtime-induced inefficiency 
• Conservatively assuming  : these values have been measured on data across the whole detector and found 
to be in the range 75-100 ns with the present FEE

• M2 especially crucial due to high rates, here shown for the worst case i.e. current MWPCs & no shielding:

δ = 100 ns
[JINST (2016) 11 P04010]

M2
1 − ϵ [ % ]

https://iopscience.iop.org/article/10.1088/1748-0221/11/04/P04010
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• As , the effect of the shielding is the same shown for the rates in  slide#6
• Instead, here the current MWPCs are compared to μRwell chambers, which have smaller readout pads:

1 − ϵ ∝ R →

Deadtime inefficiencies & μRWell [JINST (2016) 11 P04010]

Maximum deadtime inefficiency % HCAL - μRWELL
M2 M3 M4 M5

R1 1.18 0.48 0.79 0.95
R2 1.22 0.32 0.31 0.41
R3 7.21 1.72 3.49 5.68
R4 8.24 3.37 2.30 8.55

Reg / Sta M2 M3 M4 M5
R1 38x31 -> 9x9 41x34 -> 10x10 29x36 -> 11x10 31x39 -> 12x11
R2 76x31 -> 9x18 82x34 -> 10x19 58x73 -> 11x21 62x77 -> 12x22
R3 25x125 27x135 58x145 62x155
R4 50x250 54x270 58x290 62x309

Current pads (black) -> muRwell pads (red) in mm2

Maximum deadtime inefficiency % HCAL - MWPC
M2 M3 M4 M5

R1 17.14 6.65 7.50 8.66
R2 17.81 4.62 5.69 7.34
R3 7.21 1.72 3.49 5.68
R4 8.24 3.37 2.30 8.55

Moving to high-granularity μRWell chambers

• High inefficiencies are strongly mitigated in R1-R2 with μRwell chambers
• Some high values remain in R3-R4, where MWPCs have large pads

https://iopscience.iop.org/article/10.1088/1748-0221/11/04/P04010
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Minimum bias low 
threshold MC sample 
is crucial for the mis-
IDentification
evaluation at Run 5.
(work ongoing)

The muon mis-IDentification

The higher occupancy 
in the inner regions, 
mainly in M2, would 
require e new 
definition of the FOI, 
and then more detailed 
studies with a full 
simulation of the muon 
detector.

False hits (muons) can 
be identified on 
stations at very
crowded environment.

Extrapolation on M2

extrapolated
track

11

Muon identification: principles
• Previous slides focus on particle rates. Let’s now have a 
look at muonID and hadron misID behaviour.

• Our basic algorithm at HLT1:
1. Open a Field of Interest (FoI) along the track 
extrapolation, with a size that depends on momentum

2. Ask for hit presence in consecutive stations according 
to track momentum (“isMuon”)

Momentum (GeV) isMuon
p < 3 FALSE

3 < p < 6 M2 & M3
6 < p < 10 M2 & M3 & (M4 || M5)

p > 10 M2 & M3 & M4 & M5
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MuonID: testing performance

Momentum (GeV) isMuon w/o M2
p < 3 FALSE

3 < p < 6 M3
6 < p < 10 M3 & (M4 || M5)

p > 10 M3 & M4 & M5

1. Deadtime-induced inefficiency  per-chamber maps from previous slides are applied to channel kinematics
2. Shielding in place of HCAL  rate reduction M2R1:-42% M2R2:-69% M2R3:-64%
3. Improved granularity on R1-R2. As per Table in  slide#10
4. Removal of the M2 station, a possibility if highly inefficient

→

→

→

• Different regions of the MUON detector are impacted 
differently by new detectors and shielding                 
 high momentum tracks more likely fall into inner regions

• The impact of all the quoted effects is therefore evaluated 
on the muonID efficiency for benchmark channels

→
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310×
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Entries  2016
Mean   7.548e+04
Std Dev    4.925e+04
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R4

J/ψ → μ+μ−

  the aim is to check the impact of dropping M2 from 
the present algorithm, not a proposed algorithm for U2!

→
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MuonID: results on physics channels

Scenario 1-ε   
(MWPC)

1-ε   
(μRwell)

1-ε   
(MWPC)

1-ε   
(μRwell)

1-ε   
(MWPC)

1-ε   
(μRwell)

1-ε   
(MWPC)

1-ε   
(μRwell)

HCAL 24.7 % 10.3 % 25.9 % 9.4 % 20.0 % 8.4 % 24.9 % 9.5 %

SHIELD 19.0 % 8.6 % 19.4 % 7.6 % 13.9 % 6.3 % 18.7 % 7.8 %

w/o M2 13.4 % 6.0 % 13.7 % 5.3 % 8.3 % 3.2 % 13.1 % 5.3 %

B0
s → μ+μ− D0 → μ+μ− K0

s → μ+μ− B0
s → J/ψ(μ+μ−) ϕ(K+K−)

• The simulated event is considered lost if one+ muon does not pass the isMuon selection
• M2 removal seems more effective than the shielding in mitigating the deadtime inefficiency, but the 
misID must be kept under control
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MisID: dealing with lots of hits
• No U2 simulation available  emulate the increased 
occupancy by superimposing minbias data to  
(muonID) or  (misID) simulated events

• Superimpose 25 minbias events from data (PU=1.5) to 
each simulated event (PU=2) to emulate PU=40

→
J/ψ → μ+μ−

D0 → K−π+

MC18 <nhits>=141

MC18 + 25*MB events 
<nhits>=3290

Francesco Debernardis 11

Minimum bias low 
threshold MC sample 
is crucial for the mis-
IDentification
evaluation at Run 5.
(work ongoing)

The muon mis-IDentification

The higher occupancy 
in the inner regions, 
mainly in M2, would 
require e new 
definition of the FOI, 
and then more detailed 
studies with a full 
simulation of the muon 
detector.

False hits (muons) can 
be identified on 
stations at very
crowded environment.

Extrapolation on M2

extrapolated
track

M2 FOI

• Background hit composition 
is inspected via low-
energy simulation
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Pushing current algorithms

• To cope with the higher misID in Run 3 wrt Run 2, we developed the 
 algorithm: how does it perform on U2 data?

• Muon track from , pion track from  MC after isMuon              
  still doing its job with U2 occupancy!

χ2
corr

J/ψ → μ+μ− D0 → K−π+

→ χ2
corr

μ → μ

π → μ

•
•

D2

χ2
corr

 : spatial residuals
 : including hit correlations & 

multiple scattering
 more details in the backup

D2

χ2
corr

→

[JINST 15 (2020) T12005]

muon vs protons after isMuon
2016 data with <nPV>=3

https://arxiv.org/abs/2008.01579
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MisID vs region: three working points

• Can reduce the background by a factor 3-5 with negligible efficiency loss (orange), or achieve ~15x 
reduction with order 10% muon loss (green). Encouraging results for future algorithms!

• We’re considering muon-only information: global PID will perform better
• No shielding is being considered: will ~halve the R1-R2 rate  this roughly means halving the misID but 
the physics needs to be fully simulated

→

isMuon: 
unfeasible

loose  cut: 
not bad

χ2

hard  cut:      
close to Run 2 misID 
but loose some muons

χ2
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MisID: fully data-driven
• MisID is also tested on U2 environment from the superposition of 2016 TurCal events
• ,  and  data, background subtraction via sPlot 
• Working point for this study:

•  (always 4 station coincidence & few decays in flight)
• requiring crossed hits only (no more x,y strip readout at U2)
• isMuon w 20% smaller FOI

• Result: <muon efficiency> = 93.1%, <pion misID> = 14.3 %, <proton misID> = 23.6%
•  improves the muonID similarly to what seen on MC+MinBias data, but mind the occupancy:

J/ψ → μ+μ− D*+ → D0(K−π+)π+ Λ → pπ−

p > 10 GeV

χ2

π → μ

pT [GeV]

• Superimposing 
20 events: 
<N>= 3700

• Superimposing 
15 events: 
<N>= 2800

p → μ

m
is

ID
[%

]

23 febbraio 2023

Risultati (IV)

Per ridurre la misID si è calcolato il ⌃2  come gia’ usato in Run1-2. 

Visto l’alta, molteplicità di hits associati in ogni stazione alla 

traccia si è calcolato ⌃2 per ogni possibile combinazione di hits e 

si è assegnato alla traccia il più piccolo fra tutti.

E�icienza totale (incluso isMuon) vs taglio in chi2
⌃2< 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 nocut

Muon 
efficienc
y

37.0 67.8 79.7 85.4 88.3 89.5 90.5 91.1 91.5 93.1

Pion 
misID

0.36 1.2 2.2 3.3 4.3 5.4 6.4 7.3 8.1 14.3

23 febbraio 2023

Risultati sovrapponendo 15 eventi

.

E�icienza totale (incluso isMuon) vs taglio in chi2

⌃2< 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 nocut

Muon 
efficienc
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36.0 64.5 78.0 83.6 86.4 88.2 89.2 89.9 90.2 91.3

Pion 
misID

0.29 0.84 1.4 2.1 2.8 3.4 4.1 4.7 5.3 11.0
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Conclusions & prospects

• Muon detector operated with excellent performance for 10+ years, some chambers still suitable for U2!
• In the FTDR we concentrated on U2 rate studies, now we are converging towards muonID performance 
determination with a μRwell+ MWPC detector

• This aims at finalising the detector layout, namely:
• replace HCAL with a passive shielding
• design additional shielding against low energy background
• M2 removal?

• Promising results are emerging, but full simulation is required to optimise the shielding & maximise muonID 
performance

• Good results from existing algorithms encourage future developments



backup
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MuonID operators in Run 3
•In Run 3, x2 increased rate of misID background is expected wrt Run 2, so we developed two new operators:

1 Introduction1

The LHCb experiment [1] at the LHC is dedicated to heavy flavour physics, primarily2

searching for indirect evidence of new physics in CP violation and rare decays of beauty3

and charm hadrons. Many of the physics channels are identified by their very clean4

muon signatures, so that muon identification and trigger is crucial for the successful5

accomplishment of the LHCb physics programme.6

During Run 1 and Run 2, the muon detector of LHCb was composed of five stations,7

M1-M5, equipped with multiwire proportional chambers and interspersed with 80 cm-tick8

iron absorbers. Each station is subdivided into four regions with di↵erent read-out schemes9

defining the x, y resolutions: the dimensions of the logical pads were chosen such that10

their contribution to the pT resolution is approximately equal to the multiple scattering11

contribution [2]. These logical pads are obtained from the crossing of horizontal and12

vertical strips (either cathodic pads or group of wires), with the exception of the full13

M1 station and the innermost regions of stations M4 and M5, where the logical pads14

corresponded to physical channels on the detector, and were readout directly. Until the15

end of Run 2, the reconstruction and trigger scheme followed three basic steps:16

• A hardware trigger (L0) was based on the coincidence of 5 hits in the stations M1-M517

selected in a projective Field Of Interest (FOI), from which a muon standalone pT18

reconstruction was performed with 15 � 20% resolution [2]. Candidates passing19

these criteria were then used to select single and double muon topologies.20

• A loose and e�cient selection was performed at the first software stage (HLT1),21

called IsMuon, based on the coincidence of hits in M2 to M5 stations. The hits22

were selected in FOIs (larger than those defined in the L0 trigger) centered around23

the track extrapolation points on the muon stations: the number of hits required24

was two, three or four in the momentum ranges 3� 6, 6� 10 and above 10 GeV/c,25

respectively [3], as expected from the muon penetration power in the iron absorbers.26

Additional muon candidates could clearly be found with respect to the ones selected27

by the L0.28

• A more refined o✏ine selection (HLT2) was based on a muon likelihood (MuDLL),29

which was built by using the uncorrelated sum of the spatial residuals of the muon30

hits with respect to the track extrapolation points [3], defined as:31

D2 =
1

N

NX

i=1

2

4
✓
xi
closest

� xi
track

padi
x

◆2

+

 
yi
closest

� yi
track

padi
y

!2
3

5 , (1)

where the index i runs over the N stations containing hits inside the FOI, defined in32

the x� y plane, and the closest coordinates represent the position of the closest hit33

to the track extrapolation points. The hit residuals were normalised to the logical34

pad size in the x and y directions, padx and pady respectively. The D2 distribution35

for muons exhibits a narrow peak at 0, while hadrons satisfying the IsMuon criterion36

have a broader distribution. Using the D2 spectra of muons as signal proxy and of37

protons as background proxy (pions are instead contaminated by real muons from38

decays in flight), the muDLL likelihood was defined, which measures the di↵erence39

in probability for a candidate track to match the signal or background hypotheses.40

1

• The sum of squares of the spatial residuals  neglects hit correlations between muon stations:(D2)

• The  accounts for correlations via a covariance matrix χ2
corr V

experienced by charged particles while traversing the calorimeter and the iron absorbers,83

and the correlation between the hit positions across the muon system. This leads to a84

new �2 variable, expressed as85

�2

CORR
= ��!x TV�1

x ��!x + ��!y TV�1

y ��!y , (2)

where ��!x and ��!y are the distances, in the x and y directions, between the track86

extrapolation points and the closest hit position, with indices running over the stations M287

to M5. The covariant matrices Vx and Vy are defined each as the sum of two contributions:88

VRES

jj = �2

RES,j, (3)

i.e. a diagonal matrix accounting for the spatial resolution, and89

VMS

jk =
X

zi<zj ,zk

(zj � zi)(zk � zi)�
2

MS,i, (4)

which accounts for the uncertainty introduced by the multiple scattering (MS); the indices90

run over the stations M2 to M5, and the z coordinates represent the station position along91

the beam axis. The spatial detector resolution appearing in the above Eq. 3 is defined as92

�RES,j = padj
x,y/

p
12, (5)

where again the pad size along x and y corresponding to the muon hit in the given station93

are used. The uncertainty introduced by the multiple scattering in Eq. 4 takes the usual94

expression [5]:95

�MS,i =
13.6MeV

�cp
q
p
�zi/X0, (6)

where p, �c and q are the momentum, the velocity and the charge of the incident particle,96

while �zi/X0 is the thickness of the absorber at a given position in units of radiation97

length. The multiple scattering therefore introduces errors which are correlated between98

the muon stations via z, so that V is non-diagonal. The position along the z�axis and99

the thickness of the considered scattering centers are summarised in Tab. 1.100

MS contribution z position (m) �zi/X0

ECAL 12.8 25
HCAL 14.3 53

M23 filter 15.8 47.5
M34 filter 17.1 47.5
M45 filter 18.3 47.5

Table 1: Position along the beam axis and thickness in units of radiation length for the main
scattering media contributing to the multiple scattering experienced by particles traversing the
LHCb detector.

The importance of taking into account correlations in the evaluation of the track101

residual in the �2
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is evident in Fig. 1, where two very di↵erent hit combinations102
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which is made by the sum of the spatial residuals (on the diagonal)

and the matrix of MS deviations experienced in the absorbers:

•  gives much better performance on high-multiplicity data on 
top of the isMuon selection across the whole momentum spectrum

• Even better performance is achieved with Catboost MVA using MUON 
features

χ2
corr
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Figure 7. Proton rejection as a function of muon e�ciency for tracks satisfying IsMuon obtained with the
j

2
CORR (blue) and MuonDLL (black) variables on 2016 calibration data. Low momentum bins, which are not

covered by the calibration samples, are not shown. The bands represent statistical uncertainties.

selection. In particular, the highest rejection is achieved for 6 < ? < 10 GeV/2, where the fraction
of pion decays in flight is lower with respect to 3 < ? < 6 GeV/2, and the multiple scattering
correlations provide sensible discrimination as the momentum is not too high.

Finally, the j
2
CORR execution time is tested within the HLT1 upgrade sequence. Throughput

tests3 are performed on simulated Run 3 data and show a j
2
CORR resource usage of about 0.4% out

3On nodes mounting two Intel Xeon E5-2630 v4 CPUs at 2.20 GHz (40 threads/node).

– 9 –

muon vs protons 
after isMuon
2016 <nPV>=3 data

[JINST 15 (2020) T12005]

•

• MVA
χ2

corr

https://arxiv.org/abs/2008.01579
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MuonID: physics channels

Scenario Momentum
(GeV)

1-ε   
(MWPC)

1-ε   
(μRwell)

1-ε   
(MWPC)

1-ε   
(μRwell)

1-ε   
(MWPC)

1-ε   
(μRwell)

1-ε   
(MWPC)

1-ε   
(μRwell)

HCAL

3<p<6 0.1 % 0.07 % 0.2 % 0.1 % 3.1 % 2.9 % 0.4 % 0.3 %

6<p<10 0.4 % 0.3 % 0.9 % 0.7 % 4.3 % 2.4 % 1.1 % 0.8 %

p>10 24.3 % 9.9 % 24.9 % 8.7 % 12.9 % 3.1 % 23.6 % 8.5 %

TOTAL 24.7 % 10.3 % 25.9 % 9.4 % 20.0 % 8.4 % 24.9 % 9.5 %

SHIELD

3<p<6 0.1 % 0.06 % 0.1 % 0.1 % 2.6 % 2.5 % 0.3 % 0.2 %

6<p<10 0.3 % 0.3 % 0.7 % 0.5 % 2.4 % 1.5 % 0.8 % 0.7 %

p>10 18.6 % 8.2 % 18.6 % 7.0 % 9.1 % 2.4 % 17.7 % 6.9 %

TOTAL 19.0 % 8.6 % 19.4 % 7.6 % 13.9 % 6.3 % 18.7 % 7.8 %

no M2

3<p<6 0.02 % 0.01 % 0.03 % 0.02 % 0.8 % 0.8 % 0.1 % 0.1 %

6<p<10 0.1 % 0.1 % 0.2 % 0.1 % 0.9 % 0.5 % 0.2 % 0.1 %

p>10 13.3 % 5.9 % 13.5 % 5.1 % 6.7 % 1.8 % 12.8 % 5.1 %

TOTAL 13.4 % 6.0 % 13.7 % 5.3 % 8.3 % 3.2 % 13.1 % 5.3 %

B0
s → μ+μ− D0 → μ+μ− K0

s → μ+μ− B0
s → J/ψ(μ+μ−) ϕ(K+K−)
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MisID vs momentum: three working points

• Largest misID increase at U2 is concentrated at low momentum  the impact is channel-dependent→


